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Q 1 ., Use ~he~ J;nethod of cm1formal transfom1ation to find the cap~tc~tance per unitJengtb 
of a eoaxifl.l cable. ShoW that the l and c parameters of a transrr+issim'l line·'satisfy the 
relation lc == ps where fl and s ':).Te the permeability and pern1fttivity of the surrmmdi1.1g 
rneciium respectively and hence find the expres;-;ion for the characteristic irnpedante of 
the coaxial Iine. The inner and outer radii of the cable are respectively a and b . (7) 

Q2. Show that the group velocity for a nanow band signal r;an be 'defined as d{!) where . ' dft 

j fJ is the imaginary part of the propagation constant and find an expression for chis 
velocity in a rectangular wave guide. Assume all structures and media to be lossless. (4) 

Q3. The magic-T hybrid has the following [ S] matrix 
0 1 1 

[S] = (1/ .J2) 1 0 0 
1 0 0 

0 -1 1 

Do you agree? Give Reasons. If you do not write it correctly giving reasoi1s. ( 4) 

Q~l. Determine the resonant frequencies of a rectangular cavity by carrying out a full 
sepmation of variables solution to the wave equation for Ez (for Tlvl n1,odes) and Hz (for 

TE modes), subject to the boundary conditions of the cavity.. (Assume a solution of the 
r - vr ')v( )'Z( )) '5' J.0.tl11 J> \X 1 y Z . \, ) 

Q5. Show that the ftmdamental component of the beam current-at the catch:~r cavity of 
the two cavity klystron has a magnitude 11 == 210JrCX) where 10 is the de bearn current 

and X is the bunching parameter. J
1 
(X) is the usual notation for a Bessel function and 

h,as a maximum magnitude atX = 1.841. Show that the optimum distance between the 

buncher and catcher is ~ -3.682v0Va 
cofJX, 

where fJj is the beam coupling coefficient of the btmcher cavity, V0 ·is the de accelerating 

volt':].ge of the ldystron and the gap voltage_ between the 1;mncher grids is F~ sin cot. 
•', 




